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ABSTRACT
Over the last years, the robotics community has made sub-
stantial progress in detection and 3D pose estimation of
known and unknown objects. However, the question of how
to identify objects based on language descriptions has not
been investigated in detail. While the computer vision com-
munity recently started to investigate the use of attributes
for object recognition, these approaches do not consider the
task setting typically observed in robotics, where a combi-
nation of colors, shapes, materials might be used in referral
language to identify specific objects in a scene. In this pa-
per, we introduce an approach for identifying objects based
on natural language containing the attributes of the object.
Our experiments show that by using the attributes men-
tioned in the referral language it is indeed possible to build
a learning object detection system that does not require any
training images of the target classes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Identifying objects in complex scenes is a crucial capa-

bility for an autonomous robot to understand and interact
with the physical world and be of use in everyday life sce-
narios. Over the last years, the robot community has made
substantial progress in object detection and pose estimation.
All work on object recognition assumes that each object has
a unique name. However, this is not the way how humans
identify objects. People often use the object’s attributes to
describe the object. For instance, a person might say ”I want
the red apple” or ”Please give me some food”. The first sit-
uation requires a color attribute, and the material attribute
is needed in the second situation.

In this paper, we introduce an approach for identifying
objects based on object’s attributes. A robot is given some
objects and a sentence which contain the attribute of the
target object. The robot has to identify the target objec-
t based on the attributes described by the sentence. We
tackle the problem by introducing an attribute-based clas-
sification. It performs object detection based on a human-
specified high-level description of the target objects instead
of training images. The description consists of arbitrary
semantic attributes, like material, color or even shape in-
formation. Because such properties transcend the specific
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learning task at hand, they can be pre-learned, e.g.from im-
age datasets unrelated to the current task. Afterwards, new
classes can be detected based on their attribute representa-
tion, without the need for a new training phase. Also, we
can get the attribute of the target object by analyzing the
sentences human gives.

To evaluate our approach, we use the RGB-D dataset1

developed by Lai and colleagues. We also create the test
dataset which contains multiple objects and simulates a task
in which a person can command a robot to pick up one object
from the objects. Experiments demonstrate that our system
can identify objects well by human command.

2. VISUAL ATTRIBUTE LABELING
An object could be described in various ways. They are

usuall described in natural language, providing some visu-
al attributes of the object. For example, a description of
a plate would be: “The plate, which is ellipse, is made of
metal”. Extracting some visual attributes from the natual
language sentences could help the visual recognition. The
goal of visual attribute extraction is to find out which parts
of the object description providing the information of at-
tributes and what kind of attributes they are respectively.
Our approach to extracting visual attributes first chunks to-
gether the words in an object description to get its shallow
syntactic structure. Then a tagger takes as input the chunks
and produces a sequence of visual attribute tags. By these
tags, the visual attributes are extracted.

Following [2], we adopt the IOB2 representation for the
visual attributes. In our case, each visual attribute classi-
fier corresponds to two IOB2 tags which are prefixed with
‘B ’ and ‘I ’ denoting respectively the begining and inside
of an fragment. For example, ‘B ellipse’ starts a new seg-
mentation in the description for the visual attribute ellipse.
The next words tagged with ‘I ellipse’ are inside the seg-
mentation. The segmentation continues until the word is
not tagged with ‘I ellipse’. In addition, there is an extra tag
‘O’ representing words that are not corresponding to any
visual attributes. Fig. 1 shows the example of our IOB2
representation.

The/O plate/O ,/O which/O is/O ellipse/B ellipse ,/O
is/O made/O of/O metal/B metal ./O

Figure 1: An example of IOB2 representation for
visual attribute

1http://rgbd-dataset.cs.washington.edu/
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Our approach to visual attribute tagging takes as input
a sequence of words with part of speech and syntactic chunks
then determine the most possible sequence of visual attribute
tags. We make use of the conditional random field to model
such sequence prediction:

y∗ = F (x) = arg max
y∈GEN(x)

exp[θ · f(x,y)]∑
y′∈Y exp[θ · f(x,y′)]

where x is a set of input chunks, y∗ is the best scored re-
sult, and the function GEN enumerates all candidates of
visual attribte tag on x. We employ the Illinois Chunker2

to generate the input chunks x.

3. ATTRIBUTE-BASED CLASSIFICATION
Attribute-based classification models object classes rela-

tive to an inventory of descriptive attributes. For a given
class, each attribute can be either active or inactive, result-
ing in a characteristic association signature for that class.

Following the probabilistic formulation of the DAP mod-
el in [1], let ay = (ay1 , ..., a

y
m) be a vector of binary asso-

ciations aym ∈ {0, 1} between attributes am and training
object classes y. A classifier for attribute am, trained by
labeling all images of all classes for which aym = 1 as pos-
itive and the rest as negative training examples, can pro-
vide an estimate of the posterior probability p(am|x) of that
attribute being present in image x. Mutual independence
yields p(a|x) =

∏M
m=1 p(am|x) for multiple attributes.

In order to transfer attribute knowledge to an unknown
class z, we again assume a binary vector az for which p(a|z) =
1 for a = az and 0 otherwise. The posterior probabili-
ty of class z being present in image x is then obtained by
marginalizing over all possible attribute associations a, using

Bayes’ rule p(z|az) = p(az |z)p(z)
p(az)

= p(z)
p(az)

:

p(z|x) =
∑

a∈{0,1}M
p(z|a)p(a|x) =

p(z)

p(az)

M∏
m=1

p(am|x)a
z
m (1)

Assuming identical class priors p(z) and a factorial distribu-

tion for p(a) =
∏M

m=1 p(am), we obtain

p(z|x) ∝
M∏

m=1

(
p(am|x)

p(am)
)a

z
m (2)

Attribute priors can be approximated by empirical means
over the training classes p(am) = 1

K

∑K
k=1 a

yk
m . Classifying

an image x according to test classes zL uses MAP prediction:

f(x) = max
l=1,...,L

M∏
m=1

(
p(am|x)

p(am)
)a

zl
m (3)

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

4.1 Attribute Labeling
To evaluate our approach to visual attribute extraction,

we had collected 1000 sentences that describe an object from
differnt aspects, e.g., color, shape, and material. Each de-
scription was syntactically chunked by the Illinois Chunker

2http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/page/software_
view/13

and manually labeled with the visual attribute tags. The L-
BFGS algorithm with a Gaussian prior smoothing was em-
ployed to estimate the parameters of the model. Our experi-
ments used 5-fold cross validation. We measured the perfor-
mance of visual attribute extraction by using the precision
(percentage of returned segmentations that were correct),
recall (percentage of correct segmentations actually present-
ed in the input), and F-measure (harmonic mean of precision
and recall). The segmentation was correct if its correspond-
ing sequence of visual attribute taggs are matched the cor-
rect ones. The experiment results of our approach to visual
attribute extraction are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Experiment results
Precision Recall F1

Test 1 100.00% 33.43% 50.11%
Test 2 100.00% 34.76% 51.58%
Test 3 100.00% 35.86% 52.79%
Test 4 100.00% 37.09% 54.11%
Test 5 100.00% 36.53% 53.51%
Average 100.00% 35.53% 52.43%

The experiment results showed our approach had a precise
prediction on visual attributes. However, the recall was low
indicating that our approach could not retrieve most visual
attributes. There was a lot of room for the improvement.
To test our system, we selected 16 categories from the RGB-
D Object Dataset. First we show how well we can assign
attributes and use them to describe objects. We examine
the performance of using the attribute based representation
in the traditional naming task and demonstrate the zero-
shot ability.

4.2 Detect Known and Unknown Objects
There are two main protocols for attribute prediction:

”within category”predictions, where train and test instances
are drawn from the same set of classes, and ”across category”
predictions where train and test instances are drawn from
different sets of classes. The experiments used 5-fold cross
validation. The result is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Experiment results
known objects unknown objects

Test 1 93% 76%
Test 2 91% 65%
Test 3 92% 80%
Test 4 88% 77%
Test 5 89% 76%
Average 90.6% 74.8%
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